Washington State History Project Requirements

Due Date: _______________________

Once you have your topic you can begin to research. As you research the topic keep in mind you will be “teaching” the class what you have learned through the project’s presentation. Your presentation will need to have six visuals to help show the class what you have learned. Two visuals are required. You need to decide what the other four will be. See the examples below. These visuals need to be made by you. You can only use a particular type of visual once. Each visual must have a written explanation of what it is representing. This explanation must be a minimum of one written paragraph using your own words. The paragraphs need to be at least four sentences in length and can be on cards, paper or if you are using a digital presentation, typed out on the display.

Your presentation needs to cover the who, what, when, where, and why that pertain to the topic. You will also need to include at least three effects your topic has or had on Washington or the Pacific Northwest. Your presentation can be done on posterboard/triboard, electronically or a combination of both.

Have fun with your project. Try to think of interesting ways to present what you have learned!

Examples of Presentation Visuals - (Need six different ones and need to be your own map, drawing, photo, model, etc. The following are examples and there could be other visuals you would like to make.

- Timeline (when) - Required to have a minimum of four (4) dates
- Map (where) - Required to have a minimum of four (4) locations
- Drawing
- Photo
- Video
- Model
- Artifact
- Clothing
- Other
- If you are not sure your idea for a visual would work, feel free to ask!

Remember - You will need a visual for each of the following:

1. When (timeline)
2. Where (map)
3. What
4. Who
5. Why
6. Effects

Bibliography
You need a bibliography that must have a minimum of three (3) sources. (Wikipedia will not be accepted)
Washington State History Project Scoresheet

Name_________________________________ Period____ Topic_____________________________________

1. **What**
   Visual is self-created ________ Points ________
   Typed notes ________
   Presentation ________

2. **Where (map)**
   Visual is self-created ________ Points ________
   Typed notes ________
   Presentation ________

3. **When (timeline)**
   Visual is self-created ________ Points ________
   Typed notes ________
   Presentation ________

4. **Who**
   Visual is self-created ________ Points ________
   Typed notes ________
   Presentation ________

5. **Why**
   Visual is self-created ________ Points ________
   Typed notes ________
   Presentation ________

6. **Effects (3)**
   Visual is self-created ________ Points ________
   Typed notes (3 paragraphs) ________
   Presentation ________

**Bibliography** (at least three (3) sources) Points ________

**Topic Selection Sheet** (turned in) Points ________

**Points:** 0 - Not done 1 - Needs work 2 - Satisfactory 3 - Well done  **Total Points:** _________